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AGENDA
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
TUESDAY, July 5, 2022 Immediately after Common Council Meeting
Government Center Board Room 201

1

ROLL CALL

2

OLD BUSINESS

3 NEW BUSINESS
3.1 Discussion regarding 2023 General Fund and Capital Improvement Budget Proposals.
3.2 Presentation on Priority-Based Budgeting Ranking by Mayor Paine.
4

ADJOURNMENT

******************************************************************************************************************************************************

Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, if you are in need of an accommodation to participate
in the public meeting process, please call (715) 395-7200 by 4:30 p.m. on the day prior to the scheduled meeting
date (OR dial 711 for Telecommunications Relay Service). The City will attempt to accommodate any request
depending on the amount of notice received.
******************************************************************************************************************************************************
In compliance with Wisconsin Open Meetings Law, this agenda was posted on 7/1/2022 at the following locations: Superior
Government Center, Douglas County Courthouse, and online at https://www.ci.superior.wi.us/agendacenter. It was also emailed to
the Superior Telegram, PACT and the Superior Public Library.
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:

Assessor

Operation/Policy Request:

Revalue 2024
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Proposed Budget Year:

Operation/Policy Request Description

We have $265,000 already dedicated for revalue from prior allocations. We have our
contract for revaluation with Associated Appraisal Consultants ($355,000)for exterior
inspections to start July 2023 until all residential are completed. The contract calls
for monthly invoice payments up to $142,000 in 2023 and the balance of the contrac
for $213,000 with monthly invoices as data entry, modeling, etc. are completed the
beginning of 2024. We also have purchased other items including software, tablet
cases, measuring wheel, laser measure, Marshall & Swift Commercial replacement
cost estimator, etc. We will also need our GIS department to assist us in mapping to
track all properties and it will require them hiring additional help with a vendor for
GIS.

Is this request a one time or reoccurr ing expense?

I

Total Estimated Cost:

looo,ooo -

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

YES

Contract approved with Associated Appraisal Consultants $355,000, software programs, Marshall & Swift, equipment $10,000, GIS
assistance/consultant $50,000? lnfiation on fuel prices, hotels, etc for AAC to do exterior inspections may require additional funds, that is why I am
leaving my estimated cost at $500,000.0ur current Chevrolet Van is also due for replacement. Our vehicle requires proper safety lighting & signage.

With a full exterior revalue of all properties in the City including commercial & residential properties, we
f;vill have an equalized property tax distribution. If the real estate market did change, we will be able to
~ake market adjustments to maintain our assessment ratio for the DOR.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal liabilities? tfyes, please explain.

~

Yes
Does this request have an impact on community health, ~
safety, welfare or quality of life? tf yes, please explain. ~

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's economic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve internal operations?
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

D

EJ
E
s e

Under sec. 70.05(5)(d), Wis. Stats., the assessed value of each major
class of property must be within 10% for the full value of the same major
class of property, in the same yr., at least once in a 5 yr. period ...
Financially, an equalized value may change the distribution of
property taxes. Taxes from the City, County, School, State &
Tech. College are based on assessed values.

Promoting an equal distribution of value for residential & commercial classified properties
may have economic impact in tax calculations. The allocation between commercial &
residentially classified properties property may change the overall property tax distribution.

A revalue insures compliance with the DOR requirements.
It also improves uniformity in assessment practices.

The last revalue of any type completed was a statistical update in 2005. Prior to that,
most properties were viewed in 1999. The current model has held up ok but too many
discrepancies are noted over the last 4 yrs of inspections. At a minimum, every
property should be visited once every 8-10 years to maintain accurate property
information .
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:

Proposed Budget Year: LI2_0_2_3_ _ ____J

Citv Clerk's Office
Request for additional staff person

Operation/Policy Request Description

A seasoned and potential new-hire recently told me she had been interested in
applying for the vacancy we're seeking to fill until she read the job description and
decided there were "too many duties and responsibilities ." She was not wrong.
I, on the other hand, saw the extensive list as a challenge when I started working
in this office. My personal goal was to improve processes and procedures, whenever
possible, until I could do it ALL and still have time to scan and archive our backlog of
legals in my spare time. I got close many times, but the goal remains.
Furthermore, our department workload increases drastically during active
elections, and repeatedly training temporary employees also cuts into time that could
be used to complete projects other departments/councilors need done in a timely
manner.
~
Is this request a one t ime or reoccurr'mg expense?

IRecurring

Total Estimated Cost:

I$

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

6s,ooo~ool

Staff Assistant Salary listed in job study from RW Mgmt Group.

In addition to increasing job satisfaction and employee retention, an additional employee would give our
~epartment a better chance at meeting that current expectations of a clerk's office staffed by 3 employees.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.

EJ
No

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's economic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve internal operations?
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Yes

While also helping us protecting the integrity of our local
elections, a fourth employee will allow for us to increase our voter
outreach/education to maximize local voter participation .

~

D

Ees

Our office constantly assists other city departments as necessary,
whether it's helping run a commission/committee meeting or assisting
in creating/updating city code; their goals are ours as well.
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:
Operation/Policy Request Description

Citv Clerk's Office
Request for HeyGov (Licensing Management Software)
This ARPA-approved* digital solution would be embedded into our website to allow
for us to accept license applications online (only if complete--the best part because
less time will be wasted by staff chasing down missing information).
This would have been ideal for this year's liquor license renewals, most of which
were missing key information, like their Wisconsin Seller's Permit Number/FEIN.
We'd be able to accept application fees online as well; this is a common request at
present.
We'd also have the option of issuing digital licenses (PDFs), which might be ideal
for tavern operator licenses.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

Recurring

I$ 9,6oo:ool

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

Estimate total for 3-year contract: $17,400 ($7,800 for first year)**

This software also allows for applications to be routed for approval. Estimate includes 5 free forms,
but additional forms can be created by staff, with the assistance of their form-building tutorials.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

Additiona I Comments:

D
EJ
No

D
Yes

N

0

D
,E

..m.,,.....,•••

People are once again afraid of contracting Covid, and don't like to
hear that we can only accept debit/credit card payment at our
counter.

The Clerk's Office currently ma intains 800+ active licenses; and look forward all the
time this will save us. The Finance Department might want to use this for dog permits
and Parks & Rec might be interested in using it for their Special Events applications.

* See attached Dempsey Law Memo.
** Estimate Attached.
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Hey
Gov
E-Government
Management Software
City of Superior

Prepared for:

Camila Ramos City of Superior

Created by:

Dustin Overbeck
HeyGov Inc.
HeyGov.com
heygov@heygov.com
Toll Free: 888-HEYGOVl (888-439-4681)
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City of Superior pain points
Playing air traffic controller with all the paper applications, to and from various
departments.
Babysitting applicants throughout the process

•

Human resources used:
Paper Process: Alcohol License x 10 minutes x 96 applications = 960 minutes
Want to increase compliance, within the community, without nagging or force.
Loss of potential revenue for Operator's License:
Operator's License x $30 x 200= $6000

HeyGov solutions
Get them to take ownership of the application and do the work, not the City Clerk
Their job is to correct errors, in order to push the application process forward, not
yours
Easy payment options
Streamlined workflow for applications, that increases compliance
Human Resources used:
Paper Process: Alcohol License x 3 minutes x 96 applications = 288 minutes, a
time saving of 70%
Higher revenue coming into the municipality if we calculate a 30% increase in
compliance for Operator's License:
Operator's License at $30 x 260= $7,800, a revenue increase of $1,800.

2
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Cover letter
Hey Camila,
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to quote a digital solution that helps City of Superior operate
more efficiently. It's a suite of tools made for modern municipalities.
As you are aware, Covid-19 forced everybody to go digital. This included local governments such as
yours . Now two years on (and counting), 95% of them are still not working digitally. This is where
HeyGov comes in.

HeyGov is the f1rst mobile app that helps local governments conduct business digitally!
Nearly everything that was previously done in person can now be handled with HeyGov. It can be
embedded into your website. People can access it through the web portal (.9.P-P-·heygov.com). We also
provide an iOS & Android app for you and your constituents to use.

HeyGov is a suite of tools
Pick and choose only the ones that fulfill the unmet digital needs at your local government. But, for
the best value and greatest functionality, you can subscribe to the entire suite at a discounted price.
Another benefit for your municipality is the fact that HeyGov is certified as an ARPA-approved
expenditure! So there is absolutely no risk in subscribing to a digital solution that is proven to save
your staff time, increase your municipality's efficiency, and generate more revenue!
Thank you,
Dustin Overbeck
HeyGov Inc.
HeyGov.com
heygov@heygov.com

3
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HeyGov

Digital Government
on ,your Phone

..
';'t
.'

Get a Suite of Tools to go Digital!
HeyGov is a suite of tools for a municipality. All your services can
be online and digital. Anything that was previously done in person
or on paper will be handled within HeyGov.
HeyGov is an all-in-one solution . It's built for your municipal staff
members, as well as for your constituents. Using HeyGov will :
Increase your revenue
Save you & your staff time
Improve your municipality's social capital
Allow for increased compliance
HeyGov is more than just an add-on to your website. It is also an

iOS & Android app. This gives constituents useful means to

I

interact with you through their phone. Most people already use their
phones for messaging and to stay in touch with friends & family.
Now with HeyGov, they can do the same with your municipality.

Overview of HeyGov·s 5 Apps
Hey311 The app that allows citizens to report & track issues
The beauty of Hey311 is how reported issues can be easily routed
to a specific person or department. It's a great workflow
management tool. Plus, it gives citizens greater transparency!

311
Hey311

Hey license

HeyGov Pay

HeyLicense A digital form builder & workflow management tool
HeyReserve

HeyPolling

The solution that drives mountains of efficiency in a municipality is
Heylicense. More than just a form building, it's a comprehensive
workflow management tool bu ilt specifically for municipalities.
Heylicense allows for workflow logic to send notifications to
another person or department when their input in a form, license, or
permit application is needed. It's an end-to-end solution to digitize
your municipal's licensing and permitting process .

HeyGov Pay Online bill pay for municipal services
With HeyGov Pay, you can start accepting online and in person
credit card payments for municipal services. We make it easy!

HeyReserve 'Airbnb' for Municipalities
Nearly every local government has amenities that are available for
citizens to use, such as parks shelters, pavilions, and community
centers. With HeyReserve, citizens can make online bookings.

4
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e

Hey311

Hey311 is your ·citizens· hot line·
A 311 system is an essential part of any municipality. It allows
residents to easily and quickly communicate their needs and
concerns to the local government. This can include things like
potholes in the road, graffiti, noise complaints or anything else
that's on your residents' minds.
With HeyGov (Hey311 ), municipal staff can easily manage and
respond to all requests, improving customer service and
communication with constituents.

Gain better insight from your citizen
data
Gain a 20,000 foot view into how your municipality is running with
the HeyGov (Hey311) reports. You can quickly see how many
requests are being handled, which departments they're assigned
to, and what the average response time is .

-s ga

With these reports, you can see the bigger picture of your
municipality using the data that already exists. It allows you to
see how things are running .
Whether it's identifying a need to increase staff or looking for
areas where new policies may be needed, having this information
allows you to make better and more informed decisions from you
citizen data.
Issues can be routed to an appropriate department. They can
each address and f1x their assigned issues . This improved
communication not only benefits the residents, but also the
municipality. It helps keep track of all issues in a single location.
Hey311 allows for photos to be taken and uploaded as part of the
report and uses geo-location to map the physical location of the
report. Assisting in providing the recipient as much information as
possible to allocate correct resources, for fast and eff1cient
service delivery!

This app also collects a lot of useful data for the city, displays
issue locations as heat maps geo-coded based on category, and
displays citizen sentiment using A. I.

Hey311 enables fast and efficient reporting!

5
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Heylicense

Permitting & licensing so
easy, they run themselves!
Heylicense is more than a digital form builder. It's also a workflow
management tool to streamline your municipality.
This is the solution that will drive mountains of efficiency for you.
In addition to a digital form builder, you also get a comprehensive
workflow management tool. It's built specifically for local
governments.
This solution will:
save you and your staff time
increase your revenue
improve constituent compliance
The big benef1t to you by using Heylicense is the workflow logic. It
can send notifications to another person or department when their
input in a form, license, or permit application is needed.
Each HeyGov form can be embedded into your website and/or
accessed from the HeyGov mobile app. For example, if a business
wants to get a license, they could find the form directly on your
website and start entering the application info .
Constituents can upload document or photo attachments to
supplement their application . Examples of this include: proof of
rabies vaccination for dog licenses, training certificates for
operator's licenses, and sketches for driveway or building permits.

Apply Online
Dog License
Application

Heylicense also allows people to sign documents electronically,
just like DocuSign! Plus, each workflow can allow online payments
to be made directly through the digital form . It's an end-to-end
solution to digitize your municipal licensing and permitting
process .

How Heylicense is used by others
Digital boat launch permits
Business licenses
Driveway permits
Building licenses
Dog license applications
Operator's licenses, liquor licenses and renewals
Event permit applications, and much more!

Heylicense allows seriously streamlined workflows!

6
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HeyGovPay

Take payment for municipal
services online or in person!
HeyGov Pay is online bill pay for municipal services. Let's face it,
you municipality cannot run without money.. . So let's make it easier
for your citizens to pay!

How often do you hear: "Can I pay with a
credit card?"
Most people nowadays, especially younger folks & Millennials,
want to pay their bills using a credit card. It's time for municipalities
to catch up to the demands of the people.
Surely you've had residents in your community ask if they could pay
with a card, right? Some want to use a card for one-off purchases
things like driveway permits or business licenses. Some want it for
regular payments like annual dog license renewals or operator's
licenses. There are others who want to make regular utility bill
payments. Plus, there are those who prefer to pay for their property
tax bill with a card .

Give the people what they want
HeyGov Pay allows you to give people what they want: the
convenience of paying for municipal services with a credit card .
Collecting money online with a credit card payment helps:
Generate more revenue for your municipality
Saves time in collecting and processing payments
Allows for greater compliance by removing friction from
payments
Status

Payment Method

$170.00

Paid

1118206

$25.00

Paid

119302

$65.00

~

1114589

$45.00

Paid

1117728

With HeyGov Pay, you can accept them all ... Big or small!

Integrate online payment forms into
your website ...
HeyGov Pay works by itself, and you can also integrate it directly
into your local government website.
Choose to embed your HeyGov Pay options into your site, or simply
link to your secure HeyGov Pay portal. No matter which you
choose, your residents' payments are always secured with militarygrade encryption.

HeyGov Pay modernizes your municipality!

7
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HeyReserve

HeyReserve is the 'Airbnb' for
Municipalities"
Nearly every local government has amenities that are available for
citizens to use, such as parks, community centers, sports f1elds,
pavilions and shelters. HeyReserve is the answer to automate
facility bookings.

Do you rely on a paper binder to track
your rentals?
If you rely on a paper binder with calendar print outs to track facility
rentals, then HeyGov is built for you! Many municipal offices and
Parks & Rec departments are stuck using paper. The reason is
because a simple and affordable solution did not previously existuntil now!

HeyReserve streamlines your facility
bookings by putting it online!
Now all your facility rental bookings & reservations can be handled
online! People in your municipality can easily find the different
facilities you make available for rent.
Each venue can be embedded on your website. From the
convenience of their phone or laptop, people can browse through
each venue. They can also scroll through photographs of each
venue and check the amenities offered. When they fmd a facility
they want to rent, they can easily make a booking!
It's similar to Airbnb, but built specifically for local government.
You can offer customized pricing for each facility too. One rate for
residents and another rate for non-residents. You can have tiered
pricing based on the number of attendees. Also, you can offer
specially discounted rates for local area nonprofits (like the 4-H
Club, or Boys & Girls Scouts).
The bookings can be reserved with a credit card and monies are
'held' until the date of the event. The morning of the event, the
credit card is automatically charged.

HeyReserve will save you time and generate more
revenue!

8
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HeyGov Software Pricing for a 3 year contract
Onboarding

-

Setup Fee

Price

Subtotal

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

Includes 5 free forms digitized by HeyGov

$3,000.00
Subscription fee
Heylicense

$4,800 .00

$4,800.00

CJ HeyReserve

$1,600.00

$1,600 .00

$0.00

$0.00

r-

HeyGov Pay & Hey311
r-·

$4,800.00

--

Extra's & Hardware

-Cl Point of Sale Terminal (POS)
--- -

--

-----~

$300.00

--

$300.00

$0.00

Total {1st year)

$7,800.00

--

,..--

Subscription fees for 2 years

Price QTY/Year

-

Heylicense

-

Ll HeyReserve

--

Hey311 & HeyGov Pay

Subtotal

$4,800.00

2

$9,600.00

$1,800.00

2

$3,600.00

$0 .00

2

$0.00

$9,600.00
'-·

Total for the next 2 years

Total for 3 year contract

$9,600.00

$17,400.00
Agreed and accepted by:
City of Superior
Camila Ramos

Signature

Sign Date

9
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7 Benefits of Going
Digital with HeyGov
If you're reading this, it is because your municipality has
already been given a personal Zoom demonstration of the
Hey6ov software. They saw the benefits, as well as the
pricing.

This PDF is your "cheat sheet". It was written for you, an
elected official. It's a simple & non-technical overview to
inform you about the benefits of signing up for Hey6ov.
Included are 7 benefits to you, your staff & residents.

1. Be ready and upgraded in a post-COVID world
In a post-COVID world, municipalities are looking to become more efficient. One way of accomplishing this is to go digital.
Hey6ov's suite of tools enables your municipality to run more efficiently and go paperless... as paperless as you want to
go.

2. Accept credit card payments (both online and in person)
Not only will it be easier for residents to pay for permits and licenses online, but it will also be easy to accept payment for
any other services where it was traditionally paid by cash or check . Your municipality incurs no fees whatsoever to
accept credit & debit card payments. You collect 100% of what is billed. The residents pay extra to cover the card
transactions fees.

3. Residents benefit by having an iPhonejAndroid app
Your residents will be able to access municipal information on tbeir iOS & Android devices with the free Hey6ov app. It
allow them to do important municipal business from anywhere, anytime! Most people nowadays already have a smart
phone, so this helps to eliminate the need for them to physically come into the government building or even get in touch
with anyone over the phone. Everything can be done through the Hey6ov mobile app and also through your website,
which Hey6ov integrates with.

4. Paperwork and payments no longer need to be done in person
Now citizens don't have to waste their time going to a government building just to submit a form or pay a fee. They can
do everything from the comfort of their own home when Hey6ov is added to your website or when they use the Hey6ov
app on their phone. Plus with our software your staff can keep track of all incoming requests and payments. It puts their
work on autopilot!

5. HeyGov automates the tedious tasks for your municipal staff
Sometimes the workload in a municipality can be a drudgery. Hey6ov automates the things which are repetitive and
tedious. It will save your staff's time on mundane tasks, like collecting applications, payments, or sending out notices and
reminders of license renewals.

6. You will have improved collaboration & communication
Hey6ov is a suite of tools that fulfills the needs that you and your staff have, as well as allowing citizens to participate and
contribute to a better government. The apps brings everything together in an easy and simple communication &
collaboration tool. The intuitive design of Hey6ov makes collaboration among different departments possible too. With
everyone on the same page this bring transparency and better collaboration and communication!

7. HeyGov saves you time and decreases your municipal workload!
The software connects to your existing website. Each department can stay organized and save time by avoiding phone
calls and emailing back-and-forth. With Hey6ov, you'll be able to streamline how you and different departments stay in ·
touch with your residents for things that require their input or their payment.
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DEM PSEY LAW
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OF COUNSEL:
WILLI AM E. BUCHHOLZ
RYAN M . PUSCH
DEJAN ADZ IC
C HRISTOPHER J. PENZA

MEMORANDUM

TO: HeyGov
FROM: Lee D. Turonie
DATE: September 24, 2021
RE: American Rescue Plan Act

QUESTION PRESENTED
Is the local government purchase of administrative cligitization se1-vices from HeyGov an eligible expenditure
under the American Rescue Plan Act, Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds ("ARPA")?

BRIEF ANSWER
Yes. ARPA provides at least two methods for the services provided by HeyGov to be eligible expenditures
under ARPA.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
There are multiple stimulus programs in effect at this time but this memorandum focuses on the public sector
component most relevant to the question presented, the ARPA Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
addressed in 31 C.P.R. pt. 35 (2021). ARPA is administered by the U.S. Department of the Treasury ("Treasury").
The background societal effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are thoroughly described in the federal register
analyzing this component of ARPA and so are not repeated here. Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds, 86
Fed. Reg. 26,786 (May 13, 2021). ARPA is not a final rule and may yet acquire additional clarity. However,

{07714945.DOCX.l}
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expenditures may be made now under the authority of the interim final rule. The final rule and any updated associated
materials should be reviewed when available for any additional clarity.
ARPA funds are limited to certain types of expenditures. Unspent funds must be returned to Treasuty so it is
in a local government's interest to spend these funds. There will be reporting requirements on ARPA funds that are
spent, in part, so that Treasury can recoup any funds spent on ineligible expenditures. The result of the recoupment
of ARPA funds already spent will accordingly be to negatively impact a local government's remaining general fund.
(False statements or claims carry much more severe penalties than errors.) It is thus imperative to spend ARPA funds
only on eligible expenditures.
HeyGov (heygov.com) is a provider of both website and mobile phone application services. HeyGov provides
services for: the electronic completion and submittal of documents, such as permit applications; the online reservation
of public spaces; electronic payments; citizen polling; a citizen request system that maps a request's location and can
direct such request to an appropriate recipient; and an automated system of responses for frequently asked questions.
Overall, HeyGov is a digitization of local government interaction with citizens.
Local governments traditionally conduct a lot of face-to-face interactions. Open meetings laws guarantee
public access to meetings. Certain hearings and municipal courts must extend due process rights. Basic interactions
have been required for necessary licenses, permits, property assessments, tax payments, land use determinations,
election activities, rentals, recreation, etc. These local government interactions fit the definition of "essential work." 1
Local governments are also legislative bodies and so must interact with citizens in general.

1

Essential work means work that:
(1) Is not performed while teleworking from a residence; and
(2) Involves:
(i) Regular in-person interactions with patients, the public, or coworkers of the individual that is performing the
work; or
(ii) Regular physical handling of items that were handled by, or are to be handled by patients, the public, or
coworkers of the individual that is performing the work.
31 C.F.R. § 35.3.

{07714945 .DOCX.l}
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In response to the pandemic many local governments reacted by holding teleconferenced and video
conferenced meetings. Some local governments closed municipal halls and tried to manage 'vvith drop boxes. Many
small local governments do not have officials that maintain an office location and/ or regular office hours in the first
place. Many interactions in these small communities continue to take place by visiting an official in public or at their
residence. Particularly rural areas with historically poor Internet service never previously created or scaled up a
municipal website to facilitate these constant and various local government interactions. In light of a pandemic, and
slowly improving broadband availability, even small rural communities can increasingly consider increased Internet
utility for local government interactions. Reduced person-to-person contacts can result in reduced chances to spread
COVID-19 and the increased digitization of services would allow many necessary local government interactions to
continue in spite ofCOVID-19.
The question presented here is whether the services offered by HeyGov qualify as eligible expenditures by
local governments under ARPA.

DISCUSSION
ARPA funds are meant to be spent prospectively. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,796 . A recipient of funds may use them
"for one or more" of the four purposes that ARPA describes as eligible uses:
(b) Responding to the public health emergency or its negative economic impacts.
(c) Providing premium pay to eligible workers.
(d) Providing government services.
(e) To make necessaty investments in infrastructure.
31 C.F.R. § 35.6(a)-(e). Explicit prohibitions are deposits into pension funds and to offset reductions in tax revenue.

Id. Those prohibitions and the (c) premium pay for workers purpose category are not relevant to the question
presented. Therefore, the answer is in the analysis of the remaining three purpose categories: (b) responding to the
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public health emergency or its negative economic impacts; (d) providing government services; and (e) to make
necessary investments in infrastructure. Each of these purpose categories works in different ways .
(b) Responding to the public health emergency or its negative economic impacts .
This purpose category includes several types of uses that would be responsive to the impacts of the COVID19 public health emergency, or are responsive to the negative impacts of the COVID- 19 public health emergency to
households, small businesses, nonprofits, and impacted industries, such as tourism, travel, and hospitality. 86 Fed.
Reg. 26,788. An additional factor can be if assistance is directed to anyone that has been disproportionately affected.

Id
The interim final rule provides a list of qualifying examples, but this list is nonexclusive. Id. Funds for this
purpose can be used for things that are not included in the list of examples so long as they meet the same general
terms for eligibility under this purpose category. Id.
Accordingly, to assess whether a program or service is included in this purpose categmy of eligible uses, a
local government should consider whether and how the use would respond to the COVID-19 public health
emergency. Id. Assessing whether a program

01'

service "responds to" the COVID- 19 public health emergency

requires the recipient to, first, identify a need or negative impact of the COVID-19 public health emergency and,
second, identify how the program, setvice, or other intetvention addresses the identified need or impact. Id Eligible
uses under this purpose category must be in response either to the disease itself or to the harmful consequences of
the economic disruptions resulting from or exacerbated by the COVID-19 public health emergency. Id. Recipients
should assess the connection between the negative economic harm and the COVID-19 public health emergency, the
nature and extent of that harm, and how the use of this funding would address such harm. Id. The law is therefore
flexible enough for expenditures that at least remain within the general terms of this purpose category.
Some of the specific examples that ARPA provides are the following:

{077 14945 .DOCX.l}
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(1) COVID-19 response and prevention. Expenditures for the mitigation and prevention of COVID-19,
including:

(xii) Expenses for technical assistance to local authorities or other entities on mitigation of COVID19-related threats to public health and safety;

(6) Small businesses. Assistance to small businesses, including loans, grants, in-kind assistance, technical
assistance or other services, that responds to the negative economic impacts of the COVID-19 public health
emergency.
(7) Nonprofits. Assistance to nonprofit organizations, including loans, grants, in-kind assistance, technical
assistance or other setvices, that responds to the negative economic impacts of the COVID-19 public heal~1
emergency.
(8) Assistance to households. Assistance programs, including cash assistance programs, that respond to the
COVID-19 public health emergency.
(9) Aid to impacted industries. Aid to tourism, travel, hospitality, and other impacted industries d1at responds
.
to the negative economic impacts of the COVID-19 public health emergency.

31 C.P.R. § 35.6(b). Is the purchase of technical assistance by a local government intended to mitigate the spread of
COVID-19 and/ or its economic impacts an eligible expenditure under ARPA?
Technical assistance is the process of providing targeted support to an organization with a need or problem.
Local governments are organizations; COVID-19 is a problem; increased Internet utility mitigates the spread of the
problem and its ill effects for small businesses, nonprofits, households, and impacted industries. HeyGov is offering
to provide the technical assistance necessary for the increased Internet utility. The answer to the question seems to
be yes.
In addition to these specific examples in the law, there are many broad statements that are helpfully provided
in the federal register. Public communication efforts are a recognized use for this purpose category. 86 Fed. Reg.
26,790. So is to facilitate access to resources that improve health outcomes, including setvices that connect residents
·with health care resources, public assistance programs, and the application for available local public benefits or
setvices. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,791. Local governments may use ARPA funds to improve the efficacy of programs
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addressing negative economic impacts, including through the use of data analysis, targeted consumer outreach,
improvements to data or technology infrastructure, and impact evaluations. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,794.
First, identify the need and/ or negative impact: the local government needs to perform its essential work and
the elimination of face-to-face interactions, in the absence of increased Internet utility, has negatively impacted that
essential work by severely disrupting or even eliminating it. Second, identify how the funds address the need and/ or
negative impact: increased Internet utility for the local government's essential work allows such work to continue
despite the decline in face-to-face interactions. The proposed expenditure would aid small businesses, nonprofits,
households, and impacted industries since they all utilize the local government's essential work. Othe1wise, economic
harm results from work stoppages due to the disruptions in obtaining necessary information and/ or approvals. 86
Fed. Reg. 26,795. The safe resumption of activities benefits all of these groups. See id. These were clearly disruptions
caused by the COVID-19 public health emergency as opposed to longer-term trends. See id Keeping supportive
records of negative impacts and how any aid responds to those impacts is recommended. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,795 .
The analysis for this ARPA purpose may not exactly match the specific examples provided in ARPA but that
is not required to make the expenditure eligible. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,788 . This analysis does closely track the specific
examples and fits the provided general analysis process . Therefore, the latter still provides confidence in the ARPA
eligibility of expenditures for the senrices of HeyGov in response to the COVID-19 public health emergency and to
address its negative economic impacts.
Uses clearly outside the scope of this category include most general infrastructure projects; specific
infrastructure projects such as broadband, as that is in a different purpose category; and general government services,
as that is also a different purpose category. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,796. This purpose category is intended to help meet
specific pandemic response needs and provide relief for near- and long-term economic impacts. Id This purpose
categmy is for a local government that desires HeyGov services in order to create neJv capacities in response to the COVID-
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19 public health emergency and/ or its ill effects. If a local government does not already possess these levels of services,
and now wants them to mitigate COVID-19 and its ill effects, then this purpose category should be eligible.
Local governments can expect reporting requirements that will be tailored to establishing that expenditures
properly apply to this purpose category. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,797. It is therefore paramount to establish the basis for such
expenditures along the lines of the proper analysis. A local government should record in writing its specific facts,
analysis, and judgments underlying its choice to expend under this purpose category in a resolution, e.g. to be adopted
by the governing body.
(d) Providing government services .
Local governments may use funds for the provision of government services in general, however, in this case
funds may be used only to the extent of the reduction in revenue experienced due to the COVID-19 public health
emergency. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,799 . Instead of the purpose testing done for the previous category, this purpose category
instead involves doing the math to determine the available budget. The available budget is the revenue shortfall
attributable to the COVID-19 public health emergency. Spending within this budget could be on virtually any local
government services to include HeyGov services, whether or not a local government already has such services.
The available budget is pursuant to a specific formula defined in ARPA. First, take the revenue from the last
full fiscal period as the starting point. Then use that base figure, plus a growth factor per year of either 4.1% or the
average annual growth over the previous three fiscal years, whichever is higher. This growth factor creates a trend line
that is the imaginary "counterfactual revenue." The difference between the "counterfactual revenue" and the local
government's actual revenue equals your ARPA available budget for spending on general government services. 86
Fed. Reg. 26,799-26,801. All local governments will have some budget availability from the formula because of using
whichever growth factor is higher. However, for local governments with very small budgets, this may not be vety
much money.
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If a local government was already providing HeyGov services, or the equivalent thereof, then this may be the
only purpose category available. This is because if such services were preexisting the COVID-19 public health
emergency, then they would not be a new response to the COVID-19 public health emergency at this time to make
them eligible under the (b) responding purpose category. The only limitation for using this purpose categoty is the
allocation of the available budget.
(e) To make necessary investments in infrastructure.
This purpose category is probably not applicable to the services of HeyGov. That is because the definition is
for "broadband infrastructure that is designed to provide service to unserved or underserved households and
businesses and that is designed to, upon completion" achieve speeds of at least 100 Mbps. 31 C.P.R.§ 35.6(e)(2).
If "infrastructure" refers only to things like physical cables, etc., then the services of HeyGov would not be
eligible under this purpose categoty. The services of HeyGov are generally services that are not a part of any system
or object that contributes to any certain level of community broadband speed. The focus on infrastructure achieving
a certain speed should also be read in light of this category's overall purpose statement: "to make necessaty
investments in infrastructure." Certainly, the services offered by HeyGov are not "necessary" to achieving the specific
goal of a certain community broadband speed.
The federal register also does not lend support to use of ARPA funds for things other than physical
infrastructure. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,804-26,806. The overall goals of this purpose are "universally available, high-speed,
reliable, and affordable broadband coverage" and "connectivity." 86 Fed. Reg. 26,804.
There are only a few additional clarifications provided by Treasmy's frequently asked questions. Firstly, not
everyone who benefits from ARPA-funded broadband infrastructure has to be "underserved." Treas. Reg. § 35, Q&A
6.8 & 6.9 (as of July 19, 2021). However, such projects should at least include the "underserved." Id Perhaps most
relevant to HeyGov is the following:
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6.6. For broadband investments, may recipients use funds for related programs such as cybersecurity
or digital literacy training?
Yes. Recipients may use funds to provide assistance to households facing negative economic impacts due to
Covid-19, including digital literacy training and other programs that promote access to the Internet. Recipients
may also use funds for modernization of cybersecurity, including hardware, software, and protection of critical
infrastructure, as part of provision of government services up to the amount of revenue lost due to the public
health emergency.

Treas. Reg.§ 35, Q&A 6.6 (as ofJuly 19, 2021). However, this section is clearly referring to the other purpose
categories. This is plain from the references to the "negative economic impacts" of the (b) responding purpose
categoty and the "up to the amount of revenue lost due to the public health emergency" is referring to the (d)
providing government services purpose catego1y. These are examples that are not applicable to the (e)
necessary infrastructure purpose category. The broadband infrastructure purpose has an overall low level of
clarity. In fact, Treasury's response to the question of how to determine if a broadband project is ARPA
eligible is to read the legal documents and then make your own determination. Treas. Reg.§ 35, Q&A 6.7 (as
of July 19, 2021).
Perhaps more clarity will be reached on the broadband infrastructure purpose when the interim final rule
becomes the final rule, or Treasury provides further updates to its frequently asked questions. However, the current
information does not seem promising that this purpose categoty will extend to the types of services provided by
HeyGov, now or in the future.

CONCLUSION
The se1v1ces provided by HeyGov are eligible expenditures of the ARPA funds provided to local
governments. Of the several different potential mechanisms, only two show clear applicability:
(b) Responding to the public health emergency or its negative economic impacts.
and
(d) Providing government services.
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31 C.F.R. § 35.6(b) & (d). Either of these purposes can be used at the option of the local government. 31 C.F.R.
§ 35.6(a) . However, as discussed above, these two options have different mechanics and limitations such that there
may be a best choice on which option to choose.
For (b), the local government is recommended to keep any pertinent records and to adopt a specific resolution
of support for the eligibility of (b) that contains the relevant facts, the analysis, and the determination of the local
government. This purpose category will be subject to "enhanced" reporting requirements to verify eligibility. It is
important to create a strong record.
For (d), the local government is recommended to keep any pertinent records and to adopt a specific resolution
showing the budgetary math and allocation of funds . A local government must be careful with (d) to stay within the
overall ARPA formula's budgetary limitations for all expenditures available under this purpose category.
A local government may be able to make an eligibility case out of one option and not the other; or there may
be a most advantageous overall categorization. Making the response case under (b) frees up perhaps limited funds
available under (d). If there is plenty of money under (d), then it may be simpler to administer than (b).
Eligible ARPA expenditures must occur between the period of March 3, 2021 and December 31, 2024. 31
C.F.R. § 35.5(a). This money is use it or lose it because any unspent ARPA funds are returned to Treasury by
December 31, 2026 . 31 C.F.R. § 35.5(c). However, Treasuty has decided to interpret the two-year gap between the
expenditure deadline and the return of funds deadline to remain eligible for ARPA expenditures. A local government
must only incur all ARPA fund "obligations" by December 31, 2024. 31 C.F.R. § 35.5(b). Treasuty interprets this to
mean that the performance of services or the delivety of goods may occur until December 31, 2026 provided that the
"obligation" for those services and/ or goods has been concluded by December 31, 2024. 86 Fed. Reg. 26,811.
As a result, if a local government executes a service contract with HeyGov by December 21, 2024, such a
contract can include the following two years of services until the December 31, 2026 deadline. Payments for 2025
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and 2026 would remain ARPA eligible. The local government's money must be out the door by December 31, 2026
or be returned to Treasury.
There are many different types of local governments and they must operate according to the laws of their
particular type and state jurisdiction. Therefore, individual local governments should still consult with their municipal
attorney regarding the proper implementation of ARPA spending.
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:
Operation/Policy Request Description

Citv Clerk's Office
Request for Badger Books (Wisconsin Electronic Poll Books)
The "Badger Book" is an electronic poll book authorized for use in Wisconsin
elections. Badger Books within each polling place connect securely to each other,
but do not connect to the internet or any other network.
Badger Books use an HP ElitePOS 141 Point of Sale retail terminal. Each terminal
includes a computer with a touch screen for electronic signature capture, a mouse, a
keyboard, a barcode scanner and a thermal paper printer. An encrypted,
password-protected USB memory stick and a router must be purchased for each
polling place. The router facilitates secure communication locally between the
Badger Book machines.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

One-time

I$ 4o,ooo~ool

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Proposed Budget Year: ...

20 units, $2,000 each (WEC recommends one unit/800 voters at the polling
locations)
he Badger Book is primarily used to check in voters, process absentee ballots, and register a voters on Election Day. The Badger Book
the voter number and count independent of poll worker input. After the election, a data file containing participation and registration
nformation is uploaded into WisVote from the City Clerk's Office. This eliminates manual entry of election participation and data entry errors
rom manual entry of election day registrations.

~aintains

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.
~

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

EJ
Yes

D
D
. . ., . . .;,.,,E

While we will need to educate voters on how the electronic poll
books work, it will allow for us to simultaneously expand our voter
outreach efforts and maximize local voter participation.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If ye s, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Central Count election inspectors will process absentee ballots in record time. Also, the
elimination of data entry and scanning of election participation barcodes will allow for quicker
reconciliation of election participation and voted ballots. These units will also minimize the
number of voter record corrections to process after the election.

https ://vi mea .com/67 5553234
See attached for more information.
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Program Overview
In 2017, Wisconsin Elections
Commission (WEC) staff
developed an electronic poll
book system to be used in
polling places in Wisconsin on
Election Day.
Enabled by Wis. Stat.§ 6.79(1 m),
the Badger Book is the only
electronic poll book authorized
for use in Wisconsin elections.
Within each polling place, Badger
Books are connected securely to
communicate to each other, but
do not connect to the Internet or
any other network outside the
polling place.
After municipalities purchase
the hardware, access to the
free Badger Book application
and support from WEC will be
provided.
While Badger Books will
improve the way municipalities
administer elections, they are not
mandatory and participation is
optional.
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If you have any questions about
the Badger Book program or
would like to learn more, please
contact the Wisconsin Elections
Commission at:

(608) 261-2028
or
epollbook@wi.gov
For clerks, additional
information about Badger
Books can be found in The
Learning Center.

Badger Book
Wisconsin's Electronic
Poll Book

What is a Badger Book?

Election Day!

The Badger Book is an e-poll book.
What does that mean?

Prior to Election Day, the poll book
for your entire municipality is
loaded onto the Badger Book.

"e" stands for electronic
"poll book" stands for poll book
A Badger Book is a:
./ Poll book
./ Absentee ballot log
./ Digital voter registration form

.-----.

- ~,

~
Badger Books complete three
primary tasks on Election Day:
./ Checking in voters
./ Election Day Registrations

What can Badger Books
do for you?
• Quicker voter check-ins and
registrations
• Process absentees in a snap
• Improve polling place flow
• No more splitting poll books
• Reduce poll worker mistakes
• Improve data quality
• Consolidate polling places
• Require fewer election
inspectors
• · Streamline post-election data
entry and reconciliation
• Voters will be able to view their
participation sooner in MyVote

./ Processing absentee ballots
After Election Day, participation
data is taken from the Badger
Book and uploaded into WisVote.
This includes in-person
participation, absentee
participation, and information
from Election Day Registrations.

[20220705C 28]

Are Badger Books safe?
There are multiple layers of
security to protect the system
and voter information:
• BADGER BOOKS ARE NEVER
CONNECTED TO THE INTERNET
• The data loaded onto Badger
Books comes from WisVote,
the secure statewide voter
registration system
• Each Badger Book is password
protected and each poll worker
has their own user credentials
to log in to the application
• Voter and participation data is
encrypted and secure
• Badger Books communicate
via a wireless router, but only
within the polling place
• Like a paper poll book, only
the data necessary to run
an election is included, so
no Personally Identifiable
Information (PI I) is accessible
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CITY OF SUPERIOR" OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year:

Project Department:

Citv Clerk's Office

Operation/Policy Request:

Request for Rich Text Search Upgrade for Document Archive

Ll2_0_2_3_ _ ___,

Operation/Policy Request Description

This digital solution implements the Full Text Search feature into our IMS 21
document archive--converts our entire digital archive into Optical Character
Recognition files, which will allow for us to locate legals in record time. We have little
to no problem locating recent documents but we rarely get requests for those.
Searching for contracts/agreements executed before we began working with digital
files often finds us spinning our wheels before turning up items already in the
requestor's possession, or worse--coming up empty-handed after digging through
both our scanned files and bankers boxes in our basement storage room.
This module essentially allows for me and my staff to search our archive in the same
way that we all use Google search to scour the internet. Please see attached flyer
for more information on the types of text search options included.
1::
Is this request a one time or reoccu rring expense?

IOne-time & $1,500 Recurring

Total Estimated Cost:

I$1s,ooo.oo I

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

$9K-$15K Set-up fee - Depends on whether IT can manages the installation

Our office needs tools like this to help run as efficiently as possible, to prevent staff
rom having to work overtime.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.

D
EJ
N

0

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Yes

This upgrade would certainly improve the quality of life in our office. Although our office
doesn't always have time to drop whatever we are doing to track down a legal or older
agenda item, we make time because we are here to work as a team. This regular practice
may also, unfortunately, increase stress levels in our office.

DO

D
. ,. ,. . . . E

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

~,

Faster turnaround on documentation requests will only
help keep the city on schedule.

Additional OCR/Full Text Search documentation and pricing grid is attached.
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Full Text Search Your Documents
Full Text Search (FTS) capabilities, when coupled with the Vanguard ECM Solution, provide a document-specifi c search engine. This engine utilizes the sa me search
technology built into today's most popular Internet search engines. Its point and click design makes it easy to search documents, even when the information being
searched cannot be pre-determined when the document is archived.

The OCR and the Full Text Search are fully integrated add-on modules of Vanguard ECM.
OCR (Optical Character Recognition)

Full Text Search (FTS)

Vanguard OCR supports image-to-text conversion for
indexing and searching the entire document as searchable
text. Convert images to PDF or text while keeping the
original arch ived image format.

Vanguard Full Text Search supports searching of documents
in popular file formats such as XML, HTML, PDF, WordPerfect,
MS Word, Access, Excel and PowerPoint, and even image
formats when using OCR to convert scanned images to text
or PDF. Over two dozen t ext search options include:
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.,.. Phrase searching finds phrases like "due process
of law."
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.,.. Boolean operators include connectors like and/or/not
to join words and phrases due process of law and not
(equal protection or civil rights) .
.,.. Proximity searching finds a word or phrase within " n"
words of another word or phrase :" apple pie w/38
peach pie."
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.,.. Phonic searching finds words that sound alike, like
"Smythe" in a search for "Smith."
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Options

X

.,.. Fuzzy searching finds any documents containing
words that are spelled simi larly to the sea rch word.
The degree of similarity can be changed for each search.

Help
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.,.. Numeric range searching finds any number between
two numbers, such as between 6 and 36.
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.,.. Macro capabilities make it easy to includ e frequently
used items in a search request.
.,.. Wildcard support allows you to hold a single letter place,
and " *" to hold multiple letter places: "apple*" and not
"apple? sauce."
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Full Text Search Your Documents
Integrated with VANGUARD ECM
for Archival and Storage.
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.,. VANGUARD ECM automatically narrows your list to only
the documents within your application area or for a specific
subject or document. This makes your search accurate .

VIA CERTIFlED MAIL Z l-19 209 309
RETURN RECEIPT R.£0Uf_Crn:o

.,. VANGUARD ECM security automatically checks to ensure
that the users do not see documents that they are not
authorized to view.
.,. The document can be viewed as RTF, HTML or in its
original format. PDF, TIF, XLS, JPG, etc .
.,. Synonym tables are included as well as custom tabl es can
be built for industry specific requirements. IE: Programming
COBOL RPG Visual Basic VB C++, etc .

=

=

=

=

=

.,. Archival thresholds by document type can be set to
automatically process and archive documents in FTS where
the word accuracy is above the threshold and require
manual review for those documents below.

Since-tcly,

~\2-

Polul~ R. Smilh
Client Smices Manager

tt:

Mr. William \Vilmre
V11n.guard S)'!tenu

With VANGUARD Full Text Search
and OCR Options You Can:
.,. Add an additional retrieval method for those documents
which are difficult to pre-determine how they should be
filed. This may include: Minutes of meetings, contracts,
correspondence, etc .
.,. Archive selected system generated documents (system
reports, invoices, job logs, etc.) and any imported and
supported PC format (.PDF, .DOC, .XLS, etc.) with no user
intervention .
.,. Archive selected scanned documents with the OCR module.
You can also automatically convert any scanned document
into a text searchable PDF.

Vanguard Systems, Inc.
Contact us today to learn more
or schedule a demonstration!

Now you know: The "V" is for Vigilance.
Ca ll .,. 800.445.1418
Email .,. vansales@vansystems.com
W ebsite .,. vansystems.com
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Removing elite Forms

$

(1,025)

$
$

FTS Software (One-time)
FTS (Annual Recurring)
Upgrade Total

$

7,500
1,500
9,000

Proposed 2022 Fee

$

17,400

$

6,000

$

23,400

Fee to Outsource Install (O ne-time)

Upgrade total (w/install)

$

$

1,500
9,900 'After set-up & install, annual fee
is only $100 more than 2021
fee.

+/-$1,200 (The fee ranges
Ibetw een $4,800-$6,000.)
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CITY OF SUPERIOR - COUNCILOR BUDGET/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Depart ment :

Fire Department

Budget/Pol icy Request:

Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP)

Budget/Policy Request Descri ption:

Councilor Name:

T...:...y_l
o_rE_lm
_ _ _ _ _----'

'-1

EVP systems enable first-response agencies to customize each intersection
approach so emergency vehicle preemption can be requested as early as necessary
to permit safe travel during emergencies . Studies on the impact of EVP systems
have discovered decreased response times from 20% to 45%.
Currently the city's installed EVP signals are not wired to function . It is estimated to
cost $200,000 to complete installation for the existing intersections within the city
where signals are in place . This system was vetted and approved by the Public
Safety Committee in 2022.

Project Depart ment:

Planning Department

Budget/Policy Request:

Increased funding for the Small Business Grant Program (SBGP)

Budget/Policy Request Description:

Since the inception of the Small Business Grant Program, small businesses within
the city have improved their properties with essential upgrades such as building
improvements, facade treatments, furnishings , equipment, signage, and energy
efficiency improvements.
As the program gains in popularity, so does its usage. With the cost of inflation and
other future uncertainties we need to support our local businesses to ensure their
stability in the community.
Currently the program 's budget is $200,000. I am proposing a 30% increase to
$260,000 to better support the small business applicants. This would increase
quarterly disbursements from $50,000 per quarter to $65,000 per quarter.

Proj ect Department:

All

Budget/Policy Request :

Inflation Preparedness

Budget/Policy Request Description :

U.S. Inflation is at a 40-Year High. Costs are rising across the board, from labor, to
energy, to products that we consume as a city every day.
With the uncertainty of the future, we need to focus on conserving resources to
maintain city services within our community.
Although this isn't a new or exciting request, we must ensure that we are
maintaining what we have already committed to in the past.

CITY OF SUPERIOR ‐ COUNCILOR BUDGET/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Councilor Name:

Mark Johnson

Project Department:

Maintenance

Budget/Policy Request:

Director of buildings and grounds or Director of Operatins

Budget/Policy Request Description:

The city of Superior owns a large number of municipal buildings and properties. The
current system of department heads having the added responsibility works.
However, a cohesive opportunity to maintain these properties with single entity
would allow for future planning, schedule upgrades, and daily operations. This
person could have the following duties:
The operation and maintenance of all the facilities and grounds. The operational
division includes cleaning, building HVAC operation, systems maintenance, lawn and
site care, city owned building operations, planning for future upgrades/renovations,
other duties assigned.There is an option where this position falls under another
department, however, the position requires multi-lateral movement between
departments. Starting salary could be discussed but my proposal would be $80,000

Project Department:
Budget/Policy Request:
Budget/Policy Request Description:

Project Department:
Budget/Policy Request:
Budget/Policy Request Description:

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:

Fire Department

Operation/Policy Request :

Fire Marshal - 40 hr.

Operation/Policy Request Description

Proposed Budget
Year: j2023
[20220705C
35]

'-----------'

The City would benefit from the reinstatement of a 40 hour Fire Marshal/Fire
Inspector to meet the demands of current, and anticipated, capital projects in our
community. Based on our staffing model, the lead inspector serves part-time in that
role, and works the remainder of their 48/96 hour work schedule in their primary
~unction as a firefighter.
We are a critical part of the project management team for new construction and
building improvement projects. We are responsible for plan review, site inspections,
fire prevention during construction, and problem-solving throughout the build. This
requires coordination with project managers, architects, contractors, the Wisconsin
Department of Safety and Professional Services, and fire protection system
~

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

IRecurring

Total Estimated Cost:

lt10,000 -

Basis of Cost Estimate:

The estimate is based on assigning this position to pay grade M (the same as
police captain)

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

A full-time fire marshal would ensure that the city can meet the needs of our
community partners.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~

''''"''"'" ,,,,,""'"'""' "'"·'''"'' "''"''·

~

EJ
EJ
EJ
. ,. ' ""'"' E

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Yes

Y

eS

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Yes

This position provides the staffing required to meet our statutory
requirements related to new construction, and compliance with
Wisconsin Administrative Code SPS 314.

The primary purpose of this position is to ensure public
safety through fire prevention.
This position could be offset by the 2% dues payment we receive from th e State for
compliance with SPS 314, ($82,000). It will also eliminate overtime costs incurred
when the lead inspector works off-duty, or requires backfill to be off the rig ($26,000).

This initiative will improve the City's economic development initiatives
by ensuring that developers bringing new projects to Superior have a
good experience working with the City .
Staffing this position will simplify internal operations by providing
coordination of the City's role in building projects. It will also ensure there is
someone available to address the needs of other departments as they arise.

We are doing our best to meet the current need for this position with a part-time
inspector. I believe we are exceeding expectations, however, it's resulting in
unwanted overtime, and is burning-out a good employee.

[20220705C 36]

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year: Ll2_0_2_3_ _ ____.

Project Department:

Fire Department

Operation/Policy Request:

Fire Safety House Replacement

Operation/Policy Request Description

Replacement of current fire safety education trailer. Current unit was built by our
members in the early 1990's, and has been well cared for, but it is reaching the end
of it's life. It is not ADA compliant, and is logistically difficult to deploy because it
requires a 5th wheel hitch to haul it.
The replacement unit is much lighter, is bumper towed, and is ADA compliant. It is
configured to support today's learners, and facilitating age-appropriate teaching of
current fire prevention curriculum to multiple audiences.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

one time

l'ti25, 000-

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Derived from Mobile Concepts Price Sheet for the 35iBed fire safety house, with
additional options added.

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

This request would help us meet the State's mandate that we provide annual fire
prevention education. It would aid learning, and present a professional image.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.
~

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

"m•lop""''"''

Additional Comments:

EJ
EJes

Helps us meet the fire prevention education requirements
of SPS 314
This project helps prevent fires, and reduce fatalities.

Yes

D
E

Our current trailer is in need of significant maintenance.

This trailer is much easier to deploy than our current one.

This fire safety house does include the obligatory bedroom escape prop.

[20220705C 37]
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:

Fire Deoartment

Operation/Policy Request:

Rapid Response Vehicle

Operation/Policy Request Description

Requesting a Hybrid F150 Super Crew pickup, (25 mpg), to operate in support of the
new tower. This vehicle will be used instead of the Tower, (4 mpg), to respond to
medical, and other non-fire related calls to reduce costs, increase safety, and
prevent unnecessary wear of the new Tower. This constitutes roughly 80% of our
run volume. It costs $16,800 for fuel and tires to run these calls with the Tower. This
does not include the environmental impacts, damage to roads, and safety concerns
related to driving an 85,000 pound vehicle under emergency conditions. With the
F150 it will cost $2,000.

Is this request a one time or reoccurr ing expense?

lone Time

Total Estimated Cost:

loo.ooo

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

Cost of vehicle, radio, lights and siren.

~his will enable safer, and far less expensive responses to non-fire calls.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's economic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve internal operations?
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

~

EJ
yeS
EJ
EJ
EeS
No

Operating a smaller vehicle is safer and quieter.

This vehicle will greatly reduce operating costs.

The increased fuel efficiency and use of gas instead of
diesel will reduce our department's environmental impact.
This will make responding to non-fire calls easier and safer
for us. Climbing in and out of fire trucks is hazardous.
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year:

Project Department:

Fire Department

Operation/Policy Request:

ptations 2 and 3 improvements

Ll2_0_2_3_ _ _

__j

Operation/Policy Request Description

We are requesting funds for improvements to fire stations 2 and 3. Both buildings
are over 40 years old, and are in need of substantial renovations. The proposed plan
is for a modification of the existing floor plans. Specifically, the proposal calls for
additions to be added to accommodate a fitness room and an ADA compliant
restroom.
The buildings have a single restroom. We need a second one to comply with cancer
prevention best practices, and our standard operating guidelines. These require all
firefighters exposed to carcinogenic smoke to decontaminate their skin by showering
within one hour of clearing the fire scene. We can't accomplish this with only one
shower.
~
Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

one time

1460,000 -

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Plans prepared by LHB. Estimated cost is 230,000 per station.

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

This request will reinforce the City's commitment to employee wellness. It will help
us comply with our cancer prevention program, and will support firefighter fitness.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.
~

D
D
D
.. . . . . .,. .E

Does this' request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Yes

It helps us meet the requirements of our side letter agreement, and
conform to our cancer prevention standard operating guidlines.

It supports employee wellness, which reduces lost time to injuries
and illness. Also, it keeps our firefighters healthy so they are
prepared to do whatever is needed when they're called .

N

0

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain .

Additional Comments:

This proposal was deferred in 2022.
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- CAPITAL PROJECT REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year:

1._2_0_2_4_ _ ___,

Additional fire station in Superior
Station Four

Project Category:
Project Name:
Project Description:

The city of Superior has seen a steady increase in the amount of emergency calls.
This run volume will reach a breaking point in the near future. Adding another fire
station would create a fourth response district. This fourth district would decrease
the response time for all calls (4044 last year alone) and would also allow the
department to have a second alarm, meaning that not all crews would have to go
on each call. The fourth station would also allow the fire department to be prepared
to assist other agencies, without leaving the city vulnerable.

11/1/2024

Project Start and End Date:

Project Code/Description:
(To be set up by Finance)
Design/Engineer Contract (Y/N):
Construction Contract (Y/N):
Service Contract (Y/N) :
Equipment Purchase (Y/N):
Maintenance/Other Cost (Y/N):

IYes
IYes
INo Gl
INo Gl
IYes I

Total Estimated Project Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Contractor I Vendor

$Amount

Start Date

ITso

$10000 -

11/2024

112/31/20251

End Date

12/2024

$2000000
$
$

$ 10000 $ 2,020,000

IL_T_BD_ _ _ _ _

l

_____J

Estimated Project Useful Life (in years) :

L-15_0_ ___,

Estimate based on project costs associated with the recent construction of fire
departme~headquarte~.

Is this project for an existing asset where maintenance
is no longer available or the asset has exceeded its
estimated useful life? If yes, please explain.

Does this project address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal lia bilities? If yes, please explain.

Does this project have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does
project support an existing revenue stream/reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this project improve City's economic development
initiatives or provide environmental benefits? If yes,
please explain.

Does this project support/improve internal operations?
If yes, please explain.

EJ
EJ
EJ
EJ
EJ
yeS

Yes

Y

es

Yes

The department has a legal responsibility to respond to
911 calls. This would assist in that mandate.
Would allow quicker response to all calls and the department would be better equipped to handle a
variety of responses. It would also enhance our partnerships with other agencies, such as, but not
limited to, the Douglas County Sheriffs Departm ent, who may call upon us for assistance.

Would assist in lowering our ISO rating, which would be
an asset to the entire city.
The city would be more attractive to new businesses because of the enhanced
level of fire protection services and EMS in every area of the city. This would
include remote areas, which would also benefit from better protection.

Would enhance our existing response structure and
would also support other agencies.

[20220705C 40]

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year:

Ll2_0_2_3_ _ _ __,

Human Resources
Hire a full-time City-wide Safety & Loss Prevention Manager

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:
Operation/Policy Request Description

The City would benefit from having a city-wide safety manager whose only job is to
address safety. Currently if falls under the Human Resources Director and
supervisors' responsibilities. There is currently one full-time safety person employed
at ESD who is available to assist with city-wide safety efforts, but their main focus is
at ESD.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

recurring

loo.ooo

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

internet search of average safety manager salaries by state, estimated cost includes
benefits

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

~ccident and injury prevention, reduced costs associated with accidents and injuries, improved staff relations and morale,

ower insurance premiums, identify safety hazards and deficiencies, provide corrective action and feasible solutions to
~afety issues, presence in the field, reduce exposures and work camp costs, increased regulatory compliance

:-1

Does this request address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.
~

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

D
D
D
NO

"m''"'"''''''E

Additional Comments:

accident and injury prevention, reduced costs associated with accidents and injuries,
improved staff relations and morale, lower insurance premiums, identify safety hazards and
deficiencies, provide corrective action and feasible solutions to safety issues, presence in
the field, reduce exposures and work comp costs, increased regulatory compliance

Even if this position cannot be added in 2023, please put it in the back of your minds
for 2024.
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:
Operation/Policy Request Description

The two library parking lots are in poor repair and are an accident hazard for our
library patrons and the customers of nearby businesses using the lots. At the very
least the lots need a mill and overlay. I am proposing to have a green design, such
as a rain garden or pervious pavers, including additional lighting for safety.

Will improve the safety of our library patrons and customers of the nearby businesses who are
also using the library lots. A green design will be attractive and better for the environment.

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ red uce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vi ron mental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

I

Estimate by Public Works Director Janiga. Based on a green design and materials,
new curbs, additional lighting.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

one-time

l275,ooo.oo

Total Estimated Cost:

Please descri be the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

._12_0_2_3_ _ ___.

Librarv
Parking lot replacement with green design and materials

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Proposed Budget Year:

woolo"'"''""''

EJ
yeS

Cracks, unevenness, and potholes in parts of our existing lots
could create tripping hazards. The lots are poorly-lit in areas.

Yes

Our visible location and the library's mission as a source for
community information would provide an opportunity to inform
citizens and visitors about the value of environmental design.

E

EJ
EJ
E

Funding not secured yet. There may be environmental improvement
grants available and am in contact with ESD for options.

Reducing runoff will improve our city's water quality as well as that of Lake
Superior. More attractive parking lots on the busiest corner of downtown Superio
will enhance the new look of the recent redesigns of Tower Ave. and Belknap St.

Safer lots will improve library customer service as well as employee safety
and morale. Attractive parking lots and improved lighting may encourage
more appropriate use of them and the adjacent Center City Park.

Because of the safety concerns, if funding cannot be found for the more expensive
green improvements, the library will then need to do a less expensive simple mill
and overlay. The cost for the mill and overlay, curbs, and lighting would be about
$90,000 at current costs.
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NEW!

Ac~c~ss

FREE magazines
through Wisconsin's
Digital Library!

• 3000+ titles!
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

. Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:
Operation/Policy Request Description

Proposed Budget Year: LJ2_0_2_3_+_ _ __,

Parks Recreation and Forestrv
~dditional Seasonal Laborers
The Parks Department has struggled with vandalism in parks. The department has
also began contracting out much of the vault bathrooms cleaning due to staff time
being redirected to seasonal projects. For those and many other reasons, proposing
two additional seasonal to work Wed-Sun (similar to how Billings Park seasonal is
dedicated to that park, but is able to assist with other weekend duties for events.)
Proposing that these two employees would work independently at Wisconsin Point
and Barker's Island to help support the events and number of visitors received in
these locations. Additional presence of City emplopyes would potentially help cut
back with vadalism occuring as well.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

130,000

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

Seasonal employees $25/hour at 600 hours- 40 hours for 15 weeks (June-August)

More staff presence in parks will cut back in damage to the facilities and make a
better user experience.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.
~

EJ
D
EJ
"'"' """''"' E

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Yes

Safer and cleaner parks positively impact community
health and the safety of the park guests.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain .

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vi ron mental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Parks and green spaces are largely what drive economic stimulus
- people drawn to those spaces, people drive economics

Less pressure on other seasonal worker who works on
weekends

[20220705C 58]
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- CAPITAL PROJECT REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year:

Parks Recreation and Forestrv
Staff Adjustments

Project Category:
Project Name:
Project Description:

The Summer Playground Program Coordinator has been working for the City of
Superior since 2006 and has only received minimal salary increases (based on the
2-3% given annually) as her position does qualify for step increases. Her position
does not receive any other benefits such as PTO, retirement contributions or health
insurance.
Securing seasonal employees to fill the Volunteer Coordinator position and the
Winter Skating Coordinator position takes a considerable amount of Director's time,
which takes away from overall time put into other important departmental needs.
As part of a recommendation to consolidate the Winter and Volunteer Coordinator
positon in the recent consultant study, it would allow for more consistent
communities relations and more expansive projects lead by volunteers.
D
Project Start and End Date:

Project Code/Description:
(To be set up by Finance)

[No

Design/Engineer Contract (Y/N):

INo
INo
INo
INo

Construction Contract (Y/N):
Service Contract (Y/N):
Equipment Purchase (Y/N):
Maintenance/Other Cost (Y/N) :

Gl
Gl
Gl
Gl
Gl

Total Estimated Project Cost:

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Contractor I Vendor

$Amount

Start Date

End Date

$
$
$
$
$

$45,000-

Estimated Project Useful Life (in years):

$35k towards combining winter/volunteer coordinator summer seasonals
$10k towards raise for Summer Playground Program Coordinator

ETI
OJ
EJ
ETI
.. ,. . . . . .ETI

Is this project for an existing asset wh ......... ~,00
is no longer available or the asset has exceeded its
estimated useful life? If yes, please ex plain.

N

0

....-

No

..-

"~"''"~foodo

Does this project address mandates, c
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, pi ease explam.

ommoo'""'"'"•

Does this project have an impact on c
safety, welfare or quality of life? lfye s, please explain .

yes

Is outside/grant funding secured to fi nance or does
project support an existing revenues tream/reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this project improve City's econ
initiatives or provide environmental b enefits? If yes,
please explain.

Does this project support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

"m'' """""•'

N

0

Currently the City of Superior does not charge for
programming opportunities.

T

E]
Yes

Providing quality programming and community interaction is
essential for community health, safety of the program participants
and quality of life.

....-

It would assure quality employees return, and the ability
to focus on other priorties and departmental initiatives.
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year:

Ll2_0_2_3_ _ _ ___j

Project Department:

Suoerior Police Deoartment

Operation/Policy Request :

Expansion of Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) Office/Computer Lab

Operation/Policy Request Description

Overtime the ICAC and digital forensic office has grown both in number of staff and
physical footprint in the department. The office is currently staff by a member from
SPD, DCSO, DPD(up to 2 people), and SLCSO. Over the years we have connected
several smaller offices to make a larger space for this operation however the staffing
and room for equipment is exceeding the amount of space we have . In addition the
Department of Homeland Security has offered to staff an investigator in the office
and supply significant financial backing for investigations, equipment and training.
Unfortunately we do not have the capacity to add an additional member with our
current office space.

Is this request a one time or reoccur(mg expense?

IOne time

Total Estimated Cost:

lwo,ooo.oo I

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

Our Records Office has a significant amount of unused real estate an d it would be a good location for the ICAC and digital
forensic operations however it would require some construction of walls and doors, HVAC improvement, physical security
upgrades and some office equipment. Initial estimates place this project in the $75,000-$100,000 rang e.
rimes against children still remain a prolific problem and our department is involved in hundreds of investigations each year for these crimes alone. Additionally, almost
very major crime we investigate has a digital evidence component as it is likely a cell phone, computer, or other digital device had some connection to these crimes.
~dding the Department of Homeland Security would also likely offset our annual training and equipment costs substantially as

if we house a Federal LE partner then we will

eceive federal monies for some of the operations.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.

EJ
yeS
EJ
D
EeS
No

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/ grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's economic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/ improve internal operations?
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Adding an additional investigator will increase the productivity and efficiency of
this very busy office. It will allow for the quicker analysis of digital evidence on
many cases, but in particular cases involving violence and child victims.

Although the federal government would not assist in financing the renovation s it would
financially contribute to the expensive and ongoing equipment and training costs of this
office. Additionally, the Douglas County Sheriffs Office has expressed a willingness to
con tribute to th e renovation expenses.

Currently we have four to five investigators working in a space that is too small for this
operation. Between equipment and office furniture it is very cramped and not conducive
to a efficient work space or likely the standards most would have have for office space.

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget
Year: LI2_0_2_3
[20220705C
60]____---J

Project Department:

Superior Police Department

Operation/Policy Request :

Public Camera System (currently in deferred status in CIP)

Operation/Policy Request Description

To deploy a city owned public camera system to aid in public safety initiatives,
solving crime, and crime prevention through deliberate placement in high traffic and
areas. Preliminary consideration is currently taking place at the committee level in
city government but certainly funding of such a program will ultimately be one of
several obstacles to overcome.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

Yes

lt2s,ooo.oo I

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Cost basis is solely derived from th e deferred amount in the CIP budget. Public camera system pricing ca n range quite broadly depending on the equipmenVmanufacturer,
capabil ities desired, and number of cameras deployed. For a basis point one of the systems being discussed in Public Safety Committee costs $2500/year. These ca meras
are motion activated and focus primarily on vehicles in the line of sight of the device and is capable of reading licence plates. For example, at th e deferred funding level th e
city could deploy 25 ca meras for two years. Fewer cameras could obviously be fund ed for a longer period of tim e under this formula .

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

tis my belief that a public camera system would in in crime prevention and deference and significantly improve our police department's abilit;
o solve crimes in the areas where they are deployed. The system being discussed i Public Safety Committee is currently deployed in many
ities in WI raging from small townships to large cities. I have spoken with many of those jurisdictions and all of them have provided positive
estimonials to this. At a future meeting many have ag reed to attend and personally present their jurisdictions experience and outcomes.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code

~

''"'"'""'"' '"'' "''"'""' If,.,, """ ""''"·

~

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

EJ
Yes

As noted above it is my belief a public camera system could have a positive impact on improving
crime prevention and deference as well as aiding the investigative process when crimes do occur.
In addition they can help provide a greater sense of security at some of mar valuable public spaces
and gatherings such as local parks, WI Point, and large even ts like the Dragon Festival.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

EJ
, . ,., .,. , E

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

I think that any improvement in public safety that can result in a
reduction of our city's crime rate helps make the city more desirable to
both business/industry as well as potential and current residents .
The overall goal of tho po~ce depart Is to reduce crime with the ultimate goal or preventing It from ocOJrring In the first place. Public cameras can asslslln
achieving those benchmarks. When crime unfortunately oca.Hs, having video evidence to establish leads and capture cYk!ence would greaUy lmpmvc our In lema
opr:!taUons. It would also allows for Improved safety and monitoring at high traffic areas as well as largo events and festivals. Whe n unexpected emergencies
arise, such as the refinery fnddent, the cameras wil! aid In our response to Incidents to lrld'ude finding routes that are most efficient for first responders to use and
to assist In controlling traffic congestion In the event an evacuation Is noeded. Over the past few years there have been significant Incidents of gun and physical
violence In our downtovm areas that have gone unsolved and If we had some public camcrs In those ares we would have had a be!ler chance at solving those
crimes.

[20220705C 61]
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CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year:

'------~

Project Department:

Plannina

Operation/Policy Request:

~ity of Superior Zoning Code Rewrite

Operation/Policy Request Description

The City's Zoning Code is outdated and obsolete and needs to be updated/rewritten.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

IOne time

Total Estimated Cost:

ltso,ooo -

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

IPeer discussions
r-he City's Zoning Code needs to be updated to reflect the changes in City development.
five continue to band aid the code with changes which is only a temporary fix.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, please explain.

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's economic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve internal operations?
If yes, please explain .

Additional Comments:

~

D
Yes

Some of our Code sections are outdated and do not
reflect State changes.

No

D

EJ
EeS

A better more clear code updated to reflect current and
future trends will foster more clear standards.
It will hopefully streamline decisions by not having to
change the zoning ordinance to aid good development.

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:

Public Works

Operation/Policy Request:

CIP

Proposed Budget
Year: '---12_0_2_6
[20220705C
62]_ _ ____,

Operation/Policy Request Description

31st Ave E reconstruction
E 2nd St to E 5th St
Proposed funding would be a match to BIL funding through the STP-Urban
2023-2026 Supplement if selected. This project was ranked 2nd in the 3 projects
applied for.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

one time

l$320,000-

Total Estimated Cost:

I

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Engineers estimate

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

lfhis section of 31st Ave E serves as a bypass of E 2nd St, snow emergency route
~nd DTA bus route. Completes the E 5th St project connection to E 2nd St.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~

''''"''"' ",,,,, "'';;;""' ",.,, ''"" '"'''"·

~

Does this request have an impact on community health, ~
"'"'· w•lfure"

'"""of

111•7 ff ' " ' ' ' " " "''''"·

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain .

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain .

"'"'' '"M''"''

L___j

EJ
N

0

c
E

Addition of bike and ped facilities as well as stabilization
of sluffing roadway on Nemadji River bank.
Funding applied for as a second choice in the BIL
funding process
31st Ave E serves as access to Enbridge and possibly
the Nemadji Trail Energy Center
Reduction in annual maintenance and deicing chemical
in the winter.

Additional Comments:

.,

Proposed Budget Year: Ll2_0_2_6_ _ __,

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:

[20220705C 63]

Public Works
CIP

Operation/Policy Request Description

Barkers Island Causeway and Bridge Replacement
Reconstruction and widening of the access causeway to Barkers Island. Project
includes bridge replacement.
Project applied for as first priority in BIL funding applications for the 2023-2026
STP-Urban Supplement.
If selected for full funding, the City cost would be approximately $510,000

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

1-wooooo-

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate :

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

one time

Previous engineers estimate plus inflation and updated quantities and pricing.

~he timber girder bridge also with a wooden deck. Deck has been replaced a few times since
ponstruction and topped with asphalt. Section loss of sheet pile abutments, some girder deterioration and
tnaterialloss below water line.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~

"'""''"'" '"'' "'""""' "'"· ''"" "''''"· ~
Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain .

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Yes

As the only access to Barkers Island, keeping the roadway
functional is important. Improved appearance, facilities, utilities
improve the entrance to the island.

N

Project applied for as first priority in BIL funding
applications for the 2023-2026 STP-Urban Supplement.

EJ
0

~
"'"' . . . ,"',E

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

~

Narrow approaches with steep slopes and water on both sides would be
widened , slopes flattened and curb installed to reduce risk and create
FHWA compliant road section.

A safer, more appealing entrance to the Island could increase traffic
for events. Expanding the roadway to create a safer roadway will be a
permitting challenge.

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:

Proposed Budget
Year: .__12_0_2_3
_ _ _ __,
[20220705C
64]

Buildinqs & Grounds
Building Maintenance CIP request

Operation/Policy Request Description

Roof replacement of Senior Center Building.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

lwo,ooo -

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

yes

CR-BPS Building Assessment Report via RS Means Cost Guide

~uilding maintenance and longevity of building envelope

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~

''''"''"'" l•golllobHI<I"1 " ' " ' plm• "''''"·

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain .

Does this request improve City's economic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain .

Does this request support/improve internal operations?
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

~

EJ
EJ
EJ
c
Yes

No

Maintains the Senior Center Building in good condition for
future years.

Ll2_0_2_3
[20220705C
65]_ _ ____,

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget Year:

Public Works
Bus Stop Shelter and Accessibility Improvements

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:
Operation/Policy Request Description

This project provides improvements at approximately 32 bus stop shelters that are
not currently compliant with ADA standards, have significant wear, increasing
maintenance costs and safety issues. The scope includes analyzing existing
infrastructure and routes in order to identify if underutilized shelters need to be
relocated to other locations that would benefit from sheltered stops. Existing bus
stop shelters will be replaced with modern shelters. Solar light kits and bike racks wil
be considered to promote use of multimodal transportation. This project is a
federally-funded effort through the Wisconsin Department of Transportation,
Transportation Alternatives Program

Is this request a one time or reoccurr'mg expense?

IOne Time

Total Estimated Cost:

Is 236,soo

Basis of Cost Estimate:

Design 100% locally funded. Estimated $120k. Construction funded by TAP grant
with 20% city match. Match estimated at $95k. 10% contingency added to estimate.

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

he City of Superior is committed to making its mass transit system better, safer and more accessible by serving the transit needs of a
esident population of approximately 27,000. A critical step forward is evaluating the network and improving our bus stop shelters. This
project will allow the city to not only make critical ADA compliant improvements to shelters. but also help make mass transit significantly safer
and more attractive to current and potential passengers and positively impacting overall ridership.

"""''""'"'' ~

Does this request address mandates,
violations or legal liabilities? If yes, pi ease explain.

Yes

An audit by the MIC concluded that the existing bus
shelters are not compliant with ADA standards.

yeS

The ability to safely and enjoyably access the mass transit system impacts
individuals daily work and recreational lives. It is particularly meaningful for
individuals who rely on mass transit as their sole means of transportation.

Y

Project construction is funded (80%) by the Wisconsin Department
of Transportation Transportation Alternatives Program.

EJ
"'" "'""'"' EJ
EJ
"'". .,." " ' E

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to fi
request support an existing revenues tream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

es

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

The ability of individuals to access the mass transit system directly
affects their employment and the ability of employers to secure
workers.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

The city is responsible for maintenance of bus shelters. This project
allows us to use grant dollars to reduce our financial liability.

Additional Comments:

Existing shelters were installed in approximately 1992. Their twenty-seven years of use has
resulted in significant wear, safety issues, and ongoing maintenance costs. The scope of this
improvement project is to evaluate the location of the current shelters to determine if
their locations are best meeting the needs of the system. Once optimal locations are identified,
the existing shelters would be replaced with modern shelters meeting current standards.

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

IL-2_0_23
_ _ ____,
[20220705C
66]

Proposed Budget Year:

Public Works
~apital Equipment and Vehicles

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:
Operation/Policy Request Description

Capital Equipment has a current annual funding allocation of $500,000. That
ongoing amount is the result of a reduction from $750,000 in 2019. The Capital
Equipment budget pays for city equipment and vehicle purchases. Almost all the
services the city provides requires the use of equipment. Our current funding is not
adequate to support our equipment needs. The gap between needs and funding ha~
only grown larger with inflation and increases in equipment costs. When equipment
is not replaced when needed, the results are increases in downtime (reduction in
service) and higher maintenance costs. The 2019 CIP included $810,000 in funding
in 2023. This request seeks to restore that funding. $500 ,000 + $310,000 =
$810,000

Is this request a one time or reoccurring

e~pense?

Is81o,ooo

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Increased funding need is supported by analysis of our fleet overall value, life cycle
estimates, and current fleet age.

Please describe the benefits of this
opera tion/policy request.

Proper equipment will allow the city to deliver high-quality and timely service.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code
violations or legal lia bilities? If yes, please e~plain .

Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please e~plain .

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an e~isting revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please e~plain .

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please e~pla i n.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please e~plain.

"'"'' ooom'''"''

Additional Comments:

IRecurring

EJ
EJ
yeS

The city has a legal responsibility to provide services.
Equipment is necessary to meet that requirement.

c

All the services supplied by the city that require equipment directly
impact the health, safety, welfare, and quality of life of the
community.

yeS

N

0

EJ
E

The ability to provide service to citizens and businesses
affects their ability to work, hire, and recreate within the city.
Internal operations will suffer if equipment is available to
support our core services.

Other than our employees, equipment is our most important asset required for PW
to deliver city services. A slow erosion of our fleet will affect our ability to provide
those services in a reliable and timely manner. It will become increasingly difficult to
'catch up' if we wait too long to properly fund equipment.

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:

Public Works

Operation/Policy Request:

~IP

Operation/Policy Request Description

Propos ed Budget
Year: ._I2_0_
2
_4_ _ ____J
[20220705C
67]

Design and construction of a 10' wide asphalt trail from the intersection of the
Millennium Trail and Elmira Ave. to Tower Ave.
BIL funding for TAP projects will become available later this year. Any funding
received would be applied to the project.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

1003,000 -

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

one time

!Engineers Estimate

Creates another segment of a multi-use path between the Millennium Trail and the
psaugie Tra il.

Does this request address ma ndates, correction of code ~

"'''"''"" '"''"''"'""' If,.,, ''"" "'''''·
Does this request have an impact on community hea lth,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain .

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Addresses a portion of the highest priority in the Active
Transportation Plan

Yes

Offer more safe, convenient, and comfortable
transportation choices .

EJ
EJ

c
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Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain .

~

TAP funding would be applied to the project.

Creating a network of multi-use paths could increase visitors
to the area and promote alternate access to business .

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget
Year: LI2_0_2_6
[20220705C
68]_ _ __ J

Public Works
CIP

Project Department:
Operation/Policy Request:
Operation/Policy Request Description

N 21st St- Hill Ave to Tower Ave concrete repairs and asphalt overlay.
Proposed funding would be a match to BIL funding through the STP-Urban
2023-2026 Supplement if selected. This project was ranked 3rd in the 3 projects
applied for.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

one time

l$522,000-

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

IEngineers Estimate

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

N21st St is a major arterial through the City with connections to UW-Superior and Northwoods Technical
~allege . Concrete pavement has deteriorated over its 30 year life and needs rehabilitation to continue to
1--arry traffic.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~

''''"''"' ",,,,, "'""""' If'"' ''"" "''''"·
Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

~

EJ
Yes

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Improved roadway, ped ramps and sidewalks along
connection from Tower Ave to education corridor.
Funding applied for as a third choice in the BIL funding
process

~
.. . ,, . . , .,E

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain .

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Yes

Reduction in annual maintenance and deicing chemical
in the winter.

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:

Public Works

Operation/Policy Request:

~IP

Operation/Policy Request Description

Proposed Budget
Year: 1..._2_0_2_7
[20220705C
69]_ _ __,

Tower Avenue- Belknap St to N 28th St
Road diet of Tower Avenue between Belknap Street and N 28th to mirror Tower
Avenue north of Belknap Street. Roadway project would modify exisitng conditions
to add a planted center median and corner bump outs to creating slower traffic and
better access for bikes and peds .
Project would be completed in conjunction with the DOT project on Tower Avenue
between Belknap Street and N 64th St. Funding includes STH 105 project match
also.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

l$2,ooo,ooo I

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

One time

Percentage of full reconstruction project. Estimate currently in process.

~lower traffic speeds, more accessible connection between the neighborhood separated by Tower Ave,
~I low safer crossing for peds and bikes, include lanes for bikes, improved ADA access and will promote
pusiness and development.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code

~
~

EJ
EJ
EJ
. . .,. . .,.,,E
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Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please expla in.

Yes

Connecting highway through a business area separating adjacent
residential neighborhoods. Road diet will reduce speeds and allow
safer multi modal travel.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request suppo rt an existing revenue strea m/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's econ omic
development initiatives or provide en vironmental
benefits? If yes, please explain .

Does this request support/improve in
If yes, please explain.

Additional Comments:

Road diet will promote business development and improvement along
the corridor with beautification and improved pedestrian access as
well as additional parking .

Current mill and overlay project scheduled for 2027 consists of pavement repair,
mill, overlay and ADA improvements. Current project budget of $4,300,000 with
City responsibility of $100,000. Road diet section would be in addition to existing
project.

Proposed Budget
Year: IL2_0_2_3
[20220705C
70]_ _ ____,

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Project Department:

Woodlawn Pavement Replacement

Operation/Policy Request:

Public Works Construction CIP

Operation/Policy Request Description

Pavement replacement of Woodlawn Road from 42nd Ave E to the Nemadji River
Bridge. Construction is funded 80% through the 2022 BIL Supplement to the
STP-Urban funding program.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

l$115,000-

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

One time

20% of awarded grant amount and approved contract for design.

Replacement of surface on deteriorated roadway.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~

''''"''"'., ,,,,, "'""""' "'"''''"" "''''"·

Does this request have an impact on community hea lth,
safety, we lfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

Does this request improve City's economic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve internal operations?

"'"' ''"" "'' '"·
Additional Comments:

~

EJ
EJ
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EJ
c--NO

l':_____

Woodlawn is an important urban collector and used as an alternate to E
2nd St. Pavement distress has left the roadway in rough condition . ADT
of 1400.

First option as a bypass for E 2nd St and the project will
provide a lasting solution for roadway users.
BIL funding of $376,904 obligated to the City for the
project.

CITY OF SUPERIOR- OPERATIONS/POLICY REQUEST FORM

Proposed Budget
Year: Ll2_0_2_3
[20220705C
71]_ _ ____,

Project Department:

Woodlawn Pavement Replacement

Operation/Policy Request :

Public Works Construction CIP

Operation/Policy Request Description

Pavement replacement of Woodlawn Road from 42nd Ave E to the Nemadji River
Bridge. Construction is funded 80% through the 2022 BIL Supplement to the
STP-Urban funding program.

Is this request a one time or reoccurring expense?

l$115,000-

Total Estimated Cost:
Basis of Cost Estimate:

Please describe the benefits of this
operation/policy request.

One time

20% of awarded grant amount and approved contract for design.

Replacement of surface on deteriorated roadway.

Does this request address mandates, correction of code ~

' ' "' '"' "' "'"'""""' "'"· ' "" "'' '"· ::_______J
Does this request have an impact on community health,
safety, welfare or quality of life? If yes, please explain.

~

Yes

Is outside/grant funding secured to finance or does the
request support an existing revenue stream/ reduce
costs? If yes, please explain.

"'"· ' "'"""''"·
Additional Comments:

First option as a bypass forE 2nd Stand the project will
provide a lasting solution for roadway users.
BIL funding of $376,904 obligated to the City for the
project.

Does this request improve City's economic
development initiatives or provide environmental
benefits? If yes, please explain.

Does this request support/improve internal operations?

Woodlawn is an important urban collector and used as an alternate to E
2nd St. Pavement distress has left the roadway in rough condition. ADT
of 1400.

~NO

L__

